Introduction
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Over the last two decades, the concept of 'intrinsic disorder' has emerged as a prominent and 46 influential topic in protein science [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The discovery of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), 47 i.e., functional proteins lacking a well-defined tertiary structure, has challenged the traditional 48 sequence-structure-function paradigm [7, 8] . IDPs constitute, in eukaryotes, a substantial part of the 49 cellular proteome and are involved in many biological processes that complement the functional 50 repertoires of ordered proteins [9, 10] . Ever-increasing experimental evidence has revealed the presence of disordered regions also in well-structured proteins [11, 12] . Then the distinction between 52 intrinsically disordered proteins, i.e., proteins lacking a tertiary structure, and structured proteins 53 containing intrinsically disordered regions gradually emerged [13] [14] [15] [16] . An operational distinction of 54 these two variants is the main objective of the present work. A note on terminology is in order at 55 this point. The editors of the journal Intrinsically Disordered Proteins made an effort to 56 disambiguate the semantics of protein intrinsic disorder [17] . They proposed "intrinsically 57 disordered proteins" as a unifying term, recognizing that it is a compromise "far from being ideal", 58 and suggesting that "additional descriptors" would emerge, apt to clarify the many aspects of 59 "structurelessness" that are included in one term. The terminology we adopt here is surely also not 60 ideal. Let us try to make clear that we use here IDPs, when referring to previous studies, as the 61 general unifying term proposed by Dunker et al. We use IDPs also to denote a subgroup of Dunker 62 et al.'s IDPs, a variant that is operationally specified here as distinct from the variant of mostly 63 structured proteins with long intrinsically disordered regions (we call here IDPRs). 64 The biological role of IDPs has been the focus of a growing number of publications, in the recent 65 past. Xie et al., for example, in a series of three articles compiled an anthology of the functional 66 roles of IDPs [18] [19] [20] . It has been reported that out of the 710 keywords recording biological 67 functions in the Uniprot/Swissprot database, 310 (44%) are associated with ordered proteins and 68 238 (34%) with IDPs [21] . Several studies have reported lists of Gene Ontology functional classes 69 that are enriched in IDPs, including but not limited to: cell regulation, transcription, translation, 70 signaling, and alternative splicing [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Different studies highlight the occurrence of unfolded 71 regions in proteins that function as chaperones for other proteins or RNA molecules, transcription 72 factors, effectors, assemblers, and scavengers [13] [14] [15] 26] . Importantly, many proteins with 73 disordered regions have been associated with human diseases [8, 30, 31] , and a D 2 concept (disorder 74 in disorders) emerged [32] . However, in all these studies what we distinguish here as IDPs and 75 IDPRs were considered as a unique variant, possibly aggregating proteins which are structurally and 76 functionally different. This is still reflected, for example, in a recent paper by Darling and Uversky [33] . IDPRs, as we define them, may have a well-defined 3D structure that either can undergo 78 conformational, allosteric changes (e.g., after a post-translational modification [34] Recognition Features (MORFs), can be important for these proteins to target low-affinity substrates 82 enlarging the repertoire of protein interactions [14] . 83 Let us remind that one of the features that distinguishes IDPs from structured proteins is their 84 different interaction mechanism with target substrates. According to the classic lock-and-key 85 mechanism [35] , the specificity and affinity required for molecular interactions depend on the 86 complementarity of the binding interfaces. However, even proteins that are disordered under 87 physiological conditions or contain long unstructured regions can form stable complexes [8, 36] . In 88 this context, the lack of a well-defined 3D-structure represents a major functional advantage for 89 IDPs, allowing them to interact with a broad range of substrates with relatively high-specificity and 90 low-affinity, often undergoing a disorder-to-order transition upon binding [2, 8, 26, 37, 38] . However, 91 despite that this description makes sense for proteins lacking a tertiary structure (IDPs), it is 92 reasonable to suppose that structured proteins with long disordered regions (IDPRs) still interact 93 with substrates through a mechanism similar to the lock-and-key. It has been reported that 94 disordered regions have many post-translational modification sites (PTMs) [8, 29, [39] [40] [41] , which 95 induce conformational changes leading to one-lock-many-keys interactions [33] . A recent study 96 reviews different interaction mechanisms for unfolded and folded proteins [34] 
Identification of IDPs and IDPRs
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To partition the human proteome into different protein variants, we used two parameters: the 139 percentage of disordered residues and the length of the longest disordered domain in the sequence.
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Based on these two parameters, we defined: The rationale of taking into account the location of the long disordered segments in the definitions i)
and ii) is discussed below in the discussion section. IDPs are proteins with a significant percentage 155 of disorder (implying an unfolded structure and a high susceptibility to proteolytic degradation 156 [46] in the attribution of proteins to the different functional classes was assessed through bootstrap [57] . 167 In each bootstrap re-sampling, new lists of ORDPs, IDPRs, and IDPs were compiled by randomly replicates [58] . Similarly, we evaluated the probability that two variants cluster just by chance by 171 evaluating the fraction f of times that the two variants are clustered using resampled lists of ORDPs, (Fig 1) , is due to functional specialization and not by chance. Table   226 in S2 We also compared the over-(under-) representation of the variants in Gene Ontology annotations 248 related to biological processes, molecular functions and cellular components (for the details see 249 Figures in S1, S2, S3 Figures and Tables in S3, S4, S5 Tables).   250 In a nutshell, it is worth noting that each variant displays articulated spectra of specific GO 
Enrichment of functional classes in protein variants
In each protein functional class, the three protein variants (ORDPs, IDPRs, IDPs) are differently 259 distributed (Fig 3) . A functional class is enriched (depleted) in the variant that has the highest 260 (lowest) relative frequency. The statistical significance of the enrichment (depletion) is evaluated 261 with a specific test (see Materials and Methods). In Fig 3 and Table in S6 Table, we (detailed numerical values can be found in Table in S6 Table) .
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The results on the enrichment of biological processes, cellular components, and molecular functions 271 in the protein variants are reported in Tables in S7, S8, Over-representation and enrichment of protein variants in diseases.
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In Fig 4 and Table in S10 Table, and IDPs in three groups of disease-related proteins.
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In Fig 5 and 
